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1. Talk Button 
Best practice is to double-tap this button when initiating a recording from the wireless mic.  

 The FIRST tap turns the wireless mic trigger to the “on” state, and begins a recording.  

 The SECOND tap turns the wireless mic trigger to the “off” state or “resets” the trigger to be used again.   

 If you are turning your wireless mic off or go out of range, you must make sure the trigger state is “off”. 

 When the wireless mic goes out of range, it will resume its previous state when it comes back into range.  

For example, if the trigger state is “on” and you come back in range (or turn your mic back on), the Arbitrator 

system will see the “on” state and begin a recording. 

 Double tapping the [TALK] button should help prevent accidental recordings.  

 

2. Mode Select Button 
This button allows you to select which mode you want. There are three modes: 

 Lights and vibrate –Steady green LED when the wireless mic itself is powered ON, in-range and the wireless mic 

trigger is “off”. Flashing green LED when the wireless mic trigger is “on”. Flashing red LED when mic is muted or if 

battery is low. Steady red LED if mic is out of range.  Vibrate once when initiating a recording. Vibrate every second 

when battery is low.  Vibrate every few seconds when muted or out of range.  

 Vibrate only- Same as above but no lights. 

 No lights or vibrate- No alerts. 

 

3. Mute Button 
Pushing once will mute the audio from your wireless mic only. Pushing again will unmute the audio. 

This activity will be observed in the trigger tray and on playback. 

 

4. Lapel MIC Input 

If you choose to use the lapel mic, this is where the lapel mic connects to the wireless mic. 


